We propose a novel non-parametric method for cross-modal retrieval which is applied on top of precomputed image and text embeddings. By combining our method with standard approaches for building image and text encoders, trained independently with a self-supervised classification objective, we create a baseline model which outperforms most existing methods on a challenging image-to-recipe task. We also use our method for comparing image and text encoders trained using different modern approaches, thus addressing the issues hindering the developments of novel methods for cross-modal recipe retrieval. We demonstrate how to use the insights from model comparison and extend our baseline model with standard triplet loss that improves SoTA on the Recipe1M dataset by a large margin, while using only precomputed features and with much less complexity than existing methods.
Introduction
In this work we are exploring the problem of cross-modal recipe retrieval between food images and textual cooking recipes. A solution to this problem has a number of applications, such as searching for the correct recipe using a photo [1] , automatically determining the number of calories in a dish [2] and improving the performance of various recipe recommendation and ranking systems [3] . Note, that we only focus on image-to-textual-recipe retrieval rather than textual-recipe-to-image retrieval for the sake of clarity. This task involves searching for an exact matching text of the recipe given its image among candidate textual recipes from a held-out test set.
The problem of recipe retrieval is challenging due to the diverse nature of food images and the subtle differences between recipes. For example, the photos of dishes made by following the same recipe could look completely different from each other, and very similar dish photos could be associated with very different ingredients and procedures 2 .
After the release of the Recipe1M dataset [4] containing diverse food images and recipes, cross-modal recipe retrieval became one of the standard benchmarks for image-to-document retrieval tasks, with numerous improvements made on the original model [4] . Despite this progress, we observe a few issues hindering further development of the new methods in this space: namely, the lack of strong baselines and the complexity of identifying strengths and weaknesses of individual model components across methods.
Problem 1: Lack of strong baselines. In the seminal paper on cross-modal recipe retrieval, Salvador et al. [4] presented a baseline using one of the strongest statistical models for learning joint embeddings, Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [5] . This model achieved the top-1 accuracy of 14.0 on a test set of 1,000 recipes. A deep learning model presented in the same paper almost doubled the top-1 accuracy reaching 25.6 . By 2019, after two years of steady improvements [6, 7, 8, 9] , this metric was doubled again to reach 51.8 [10] . While this could reflect the improvements in retrieval methods, it could also be due to the weakness of the original baseline. If the latter is the case, a strong and simple baseline for cross-modal retrieval could facilitate faster scientific progress and put the previously reported results into perspective.
Problem 2: Complexity of identifying different models' components strengths and weaknesses. Cross-modal recipe retrieval models are very complex and have many interacting parts, thus the performance gains are not easy to attribute to improvements in a particular part such as an image encoder, a text encoder or a modality alignment procedure. This makes it extremely hard to make an educated guess about which ideas from one model could be re-used or combined with another model, as ablation studies only address performance gains within the same method. The prior work on cross-modal recipe retrieval [7, 8, 9, 10] mitigates this issue by using an image and textual recipe processing pipeline that is similar to the one introduced by Salvador et al. [4] . However, the setups still sufficiently differ to prevent a fair comparison [7, 8] . In addition, being tied to specific architectures presents a danger of the new methods being tailored to them and makes it especially hard to drive improvements in encoding recipe images and textual recipes.
Our paper contributes to addressing these two problems in the following way:
1. We propose a novel non-parametric method for cross-modal retrieval, Cross-Modal k-Nearest-Neighbours (CkNN), which is applied on top of precomputed image and text embeddings. It is based on using k-NearestNeighbours (kNN) to search through the training data and across different modalities using the correspondences available in the training set. 2. We create a baseline model for a challenging image-to-textual-recipe retrieval task by combining CkNN with standard approaches for independently representing images and text using a self-supervised classification objective. This baseline outperforms most existing methods, addressing Problem 1. 3. Since CkNN has no parameters and depends directly on different modalities' distance measures, we use it for comparing image and text encoders trained with different approaches, addressing Problem 2. 4. We demonstrate how to use the insights from encoder comparison and extend our baseline model with triplet loss that improves SoTA by a large margin while using only precomputed embeddings and with much less complexity than existing approaches.
We hope that our approach for comparing different model's encoders and creating strong but simple baselines would encourage further development of advanced end-to-end methods.
Related Work
The problem of cross-modal retrieval has been researched extensively in the Computer Vision community. The majority of the recent solutions create separate representations for the two different modalities, projecting them to the same shared space and performing a similarity search within that space. Such models are typically based on neural networks and are trained end-to-end [11, 12] . The recently proposed methods exploited semantic category labels to learn discriminative features for cross-modal retrieval [13, 14, 15] . Adversarial learning [16] has also been employed to aid cross-modal retrieval [14, 15] . Further work shows the benefits of applying attention to capture fine-grained relationships between vision and language, creating a better aligned joint embedding space [17] .
Cross-modal recipe retrieval is a subproblem of the general cross-modal retrieval problem. In this case, one modality is a recipe image, and the second one is a structured text, consisting of a recipe title, a list of ingredients in free form and a list of instructions, also written in free form. It was introduced by Salvador et al. [4] , who used margin loss for learning the shared embedding space. The image processing pipeline was based on ResNet-50 [18] . Recipe ingredients were normalized using a separate model involving bi-directional LSTM [19] and further encoded with word2vec [20] . The list of instructions was encoded using skip-thoughts [21] . The encoded ingredients and instructions were then passed through to separate LSTMs and concatenated, thus generating the encoding of the recipe text. The resulting model was trained end-to-end (except for word2vec and skip-thoughts vectors which were pretrained separately), improving the top-1 accuracy of CCA [5] baseline from 14.0 to 25.6 on a test set of size 1,000 [4] . This model is further referred to as Pic2Recipe.
The follow-up work has been largely focused on expanding on the above setup, with the focus on improving cross-modal alignment techniques and minor changes in individual modality processing pipelines and training methods. For example, Chen et al. [6, 22] analyzed the importance of instructions and ingredients for cross-modal retrieval and then built a better text representation to match the original metric [7] , relying on a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) pretrained on another food image dataset rather than learning it end-to-end. This model is denoted in this paper as AM following [10] .
Carvalho et al. [8] made improvements to the alignment loss function using double-triplet loss in their AdaMine model, improving the top-1 accuracy to 39.8. Zhu et al. [9] in their R2GAN method employed Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [16] to help with learning the representations and reaching results similar to AdaMine. Finally, the current SoTA, ACME [10] , also uses GANs in addition to a cross-modal triplet loss scheme [15] together with an effective sampling strategy [23] , modality alignment using an adversarial learning strategy from [15] and a cross-modal translation consistency loss to reach an impressive 51.8 top-1 accuracy, more than doubling the original performance of Pic2Recipe.
All of the described cross-modal recipe retrieval models reported significant benefits from using a semantic regularization technique, where the image and text embeddings are constrained by an additional classification loss with the labels being the categories of the recipes.
On the related topic of building powerful food image classifiers there has been an independent body of work focused around food image datasets [24, 25, 26, 27] . The researchers have explored a variety of architectures more suitable to food images than the ResNet-50 backbone used in cross-modal retrieval [28] .
For recipe text encoding, the body of literature is less organized. As there are no commonly used benchmarks for evaluating recipe text representations, the models are usually tuned as part of a bigger task, such as cross-modal retrieval [4] , recipe translation [29] or ingredient pairing [30] .
Nearest Neighbour Search has been shown to outperform many more complex deep learning methods on neural recommendation tasks [31] . It has also been used successfully for fine-grained image retrieval as a base for many query expansion [32] and database augmentation [33] strategies, which work on top of other methods and yield significant gains on image retrieval tasks 3 . However, to the best of our knowledge, these ideas have not been extended for cross-modal retrieval.
Method
Since one of the purposes of this work is to create strong baselines and compare encoders rather than aim for the best possible method of cross-modal recipe retrieval, we do not train our model end-to-end unlike existing approaches [4, 8, 10] . Instead we build a textual recipe encoder (Section 3.1), an image encoder (Section 3.2) and an alignment module (Sections 3.3 and 3.4) independently.
We adopt a widely-used approach for training encoders using a self-supervised classification objective [34, 35] , which we setup by automatically extracting noisy labels from recipe titles inspired by [4] . Our encoders employ basic architectures: the last layer of a CNN for images [36, 37] and the average of word embeddings in a bag-of-words for textual recipes [38, 39] .
We describe two different modality alignment modules applied on top of precomputed image and text embeddings. In Section 3.3 we propose a novel non-parametric method well-suited for comparing different encoders and creating retrieval baselines. In Section 3.4 we describe a standard triplet loss model optimized for retrieval that achieves SoTA results on image-to-textual-recipe task.
Bag-of-words encoder (BOW-Encoder)
To build a textual recipe encoder we train a classifier which predicts automatically extracted labels given a textual recipe. To extract a set of C t noisy labels, we select frequent unigrams and bigrams from recipe titles and filter them by a threshold. Unlike Salvador et al. [4] , we allow overlapping labels and multiple labels per recipe. Therefore, we use recipe instructions and ingredients as training input data, and titles to extract labels.
We use a standard bag-of-words model as an encoder. The bag-of-words contains instructions and ingredients treated as one long, continuous document. We then add a trainable, randomly initialized word embedding layer with D t = 300 dimensions. The next layer computes the mean of all the embeddings, a linear layer with sigmoid activations is added on top for multi-label classification. Binary cross-entropy is used as a loss function. The architecture is shown in Figure  1 . When inferring the text embedding for the recipe, we take the average of word embeddings for the document. To include the information from the recipe title into the text embedding, we add the recipe title words to the bag-of-words at inference time. We refer to this model as BOW-Encoder.
Recipe image encoders (ResNet-and ResNext-Encoder)
For creating a recipe image encoder we train a multi-label classifier on recipe images. Because the input to this model is images, we expand the set of labels used for training BOW-Encoder with additional frequent unigrams and bigrams from the ingredients list. Therefore, we use the combined set of noisy labels extracted from titles and ingredient lists to train our image encoder.
We use ResNet-50 [18] as a CNN architecture, and apply binary cross-entropy loss for multi-label classification. We have also retrained the same model with ResNext-101 architecture [40] . We refer to these models as ResNet-Encoder and ResNext-Encoder respectively. To create recipe image embeddings, we extract features from the last convolutional layer of the network after global average pooling.
Cross-Modal k-Nearest-Neighbours (CkNN)
Figure 2: A schematic representation of the core idea of our CkNN method: representing a textual recipe T in the image embedding space using nearest neighbour search in the training data. Orange and blue shapes respectively denote text and image modalities. Numbers in red circles correspond to CkNN i (T ) algorithm steps described in Section 3.3
Our non-parametric CkNN method belongs to the category of alignment modules, which attempt to match the representations of different modalities. CkNN is applied on top of a pretrained image encoder e i with a distance measure d i in the image embedding space and a pretrained textual recipe encoder e t with a distance measure d t in the text embedding space. In practice, we use cosine distance in the embedding space as the distance measures d i and d t , although they could be different from each other in principle.
CkNN uses the training data to represent a candidate textual recipe T in the image embedding space using the following algorithm denoted as CkNN i (T ) and also depicted in Figure 2: 1. Given a candidate textual recipe T , encode it in the text embedding space as e t (T ).
2. Find the set R T of k t nearest neighbours of T in the text embedding space in the database of training recipes, according to the distance measure d t .
3. Extract the set of images I T corresponding to the set of selected closest recipes R T .
4. Encode each I ∈ I T in the image embedding space as e i (I) (this step could be precomputed, as the images belong to the training set and are known in advance).
Return the mean vector
Similarly, the mirror CkNN t (I) algorithm represents a query image I in the text embedding space. This algorithm uses a different parameter k i for the nearest neighbour search.
Thus, we now have two ways to calculate the distance between a query image I and a candidate textual recipe T : one in the image embedding space, and one in the text embedding space. We therefore define the total distance d CkNN as a linear combination of the two with a parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 as illustrated in Figure 3 and given by Eq. (1). We can then use d CkNN to rank the set of candidate textual recipes given a query image.
Figure 3: CkNN distance d CkNN (I, T ) between a query image I and a candidate textual recipe T to be used in ranking for the cross-modal retrieval task.
Note, that the embeddings computed using the encoders from Sections 3.2 and 3.1 are not designed to be used for retrieval using cosine similarity. We refrain from applying advanced methods such as ArcFace [41] for building encoders to keep our paper focused on baselines and standard approaches for representation learning.
Triplet loss alignment module
Our second approach of aligning the modalities is based on the standard triplet loss [42] . This method is still applied on top of precomputed embeddings, but these embeddings are now re-projected to a common space. Namely, we jointly train two feed-forward neural networks with one hidden layer, dropout and batch normalization: one for image (g i ) and another for textual (g t ) features with triplet loss. Architectures of both neural networks are identical, and output feature size is D = 1024. This pipeline is depicted in Figure 4 .
Each triplet consists of one feature embedding as an anchor point in image modality and a positive and negative feature embeddings from text modality. The positive instances are the different modalities of the same recipe, X ia for image and X ta for textual features. We use online negative instance mining [42] to choose the negative instance X tn as the closest text instance to the anchor point selected from other recipes in the mini-batch. The objective L is given by Eq.
.
where d is the cosine distance between two vectors and γ is the margin. 
Experiments and Results

Dataset and metrics
The Recipe1M dataset [4] consists of over 1M textual cooking recipes (including recipe title, list of ingredients in free form, and list of cooking instructions). In addition, 402,760 of those recipes are linked to one or more corresponding images (887,706 images in total). The dataset is split into dedicated training, validation and test sets.
In our experiments we use the standard metrics on image-to-textual-recipe retrieval task for the Recipe1M dataset as proposed by [4] :
• Recall at Top K (R@K) for K = 1, 5, 10 describes the percentage of images for which the correct textual recipe is among the top K of the ranked results list (higher is better).
• Median Rank (medR) is the median of the rank of the correct textual recipes across all images (lower is better).
The cross-modal retrieval metrics are calculated in the same way as in the prior work. Namely, we randomly sample N = 1, 000 (1K setup) or N = 10, 000 (10K setup) recipes from the test set, and for each test image, ranking the textual recipes in the sample using the given model. The metrics above are noisy due to randomization, so we follow the strategy proposed in [4] and sample the sets 10 times, reporting the average results. It should be noted that the results are still too noisy in the case of N = 1, 000 due to sampling errors [8] , thus in this work we focus on metrics for N = 10, 000 (although we also report the N = 1, 000 performance for comparison against previously published results in Section 4.3).
To focus on one metric for clarity in our evaluation section, we select the recall at rank-1 with the sample size of 10,000 (10K-R@1), but we note that the results are consistent for all of the metrics. Throughout the paper, we only use the Recipe1M validation set for validation purposes, and report the results on the test set.
Comparison of image and text models for cross-modal recipe retrieval
Since CkNN modality alignment fully decouples recipe image and text encoders and depends directly on image and text distance measures d i and d t (Eq. 1), the performance on cross-modal retrieval could indicate how good the individual modality embeddings are for retrieval purposes. We thus compare encoders pretrained with different methods by applying CkNN to all combinations of image and text encoders and report 10K-R@1 metric on the Recipe1M test set 4 . For example, we take the image encoder trained jointly as part of SoTA ACME [10] model and use it in combination with text encoder trained jointly as part of Pic2Recipe [4] .
Image Model
Text Model ACME* [10] Table 1 : 10K-R@1 metric on the Recipe1M image-to-textual-recipe task, computed for various image and text encoders combined using our CkNN approach (higher is better). All the image models are built on ResNet-50 [18] backbone. Although the results are not optimal, they are competitive with published methods [10] , and allow for direct comparisons between different image and textual recipe embeddings.
We have manually tuned the hyperparameters of CkNN on 10K-R@1 metric on the Recipe1M validation set to α = 0.1, k t = 15, k i = 3 . We found this set of hyperparameters to work well for all the image and text encoders we compare. This, along with the fact that CkNN does not require training, also contributes to CkNN being a suitable choice for comparing encoders.
Image models
For comparison purposes, we used the existing image encoders trained for cross-modal recipe retrieval tasks, which are described in detail in Section 2. We used only the models for which we could run the inference code, which are Pic2Recipe [4] and AdaMine [8] . It should be noted that we could not reproduce the published performance for ACME [10] and our metrics for this model are slightly worse, as can be seen in Table 2 . We thus refer to this model as ACME*.
We further used the following baseline image encoders pretrained on different public domain datasets to extract the embeddings from their last convolutional layer: ImageNet-Pretrained pretrained on ImageNet [43] and FoodPretrained pretrained on the concatenation of Food-101 [24] , ChineseFoodNet [25] and iFood-2018 5 datasets.
We also used ResNet-Encoder method described in Section 3.2. We applied it to the Recipe1M training set and extracted 5036 labels for 281,558 recipes with an average of 10.7 labels per recipe. We train the model for 40 epochs with Adam optimizer [44] , a batch size of 512 and an initial learning rate of 0.0001. All the models in this section are based on the ResNet-50 backbone [18] .
Text models
The only two publicly available textual recipe encoders that we could run at the moment of writing are ACME* and Pic2Recipe, described in detail in Section 2.
As a baseline unsupervised encoder we represented the textual recipes as a bag-of-subword-units with term frequencyinverse document frequency (TF-IDF) weights calculated on the Recipe1M training set. We applied singular value decomposition on top of this representation, reducing the dimensionality of the embedding to D t = 2000. The subword units were selected as in FastText [45] . The model is denoted as TF-IDF.
We also compared the above models with BOW-Encoder model introduced in Section 3.1. We extract C t = 3453 labels for 679,105 recipes from the Recipe1M training set with 2.5 labels per recipe on average. We train the model with Adam optimizer [44] and an initial learning rate of 0.002 for 15 epochs.
Comparison of previously published model components
The results of our experiments are shown in Table 1 . The first observation is that the performance of CkNN is competitive with direct search in the embedding space for which the jointly trained encoders were optimized [4, 10] . Indeed, combining ACME* image and text encoders using CkNN drops the performance of direct search only from 20.6 to 17.9, which is still better than all previously published methods. For Pic2Recipe, the drop is even smaller: from 7.3 to 7.1.
We further observe that the performance of individual encoders, image or text, is generally consistent across different combinations and in line with performance on the Recipe1M dataset as reported in [10] , validating our comparison framework using CkNN. ACME* (SoTA method) image encoder produces consistently higher numbers across all four text encoders than AdaMine (2nd best method) image encoder, and AdaMine is better than Pic2Recipe (3rd best method) across all metrics. ACME* text encoder outperforms Pic2Recipe text encoder across all 6 image encoders.
The two observations above indicate that modality alignment procedures used in the existing approaches add on the order of 10% improvement to 10K-R@1 metric compared to CkNN. At the same time, the performance differences due to replacing the encoders are around 50% from the 3rd to the 2nd best result, and from the 2nd best result to the SoTA result. This suggests that the large performance gap in the reported performance of existing cross-modal methods could be explained primarily by the strengths of the learned image and text embedding spaces for retrieval purposes, and not by the quality of cross-modal alignment.
Comparison of independently trained encoders
We now compare the results obtained with the encoders trained jointly as part of the existing cross-modal methods and other text and image encoders, trained independently. We observe that the image encoders pretrained on external data combined with unsupervised TF-IDF encoder produce results on a par with some published metrics. Indeed, Food-Pretrained image encoder outperforms Pic2Recipe image encoder in combination with some of the text encoders, and its combination with TF-IDF scores close to direct search with Pic2Recipe. Even Imagenet-Pretrained with TF-IDF produces a reasonable score of 3.8 (a random model would yield 10K-R@1 score of 0.01) 6 . This shows that CkNN allows easy creation of many competitive baselines out of encoders trained in completely different ways.
Next, we analyze the performance of our proposed self-supervised encoders. Among image encoders, ResNet-Encoder performs close to ACME* and consistently outperforms other encoders. Among text encoders, BOW-Encoder reaches performance similar to ACME*, whereas Pic2Recipe and TF-IDF perform much worse. This suggests that independent training using a self-supervised classification objective can produce encoders competitive with those trained as part of the SoTA cross-modal retrieval methods. In addition, the success of a much simpler bag-of-words architecture compared to the complex ACME* and Pic2Recipe textual model architectures suggests that more research is needed to understand how to best represent textual recipes.
Improving the baseline to reach SoTA
While ACME* image and text embeddings combination outperforms all others, we note that ResNet-Encoder and BOW-Encoder score is very close. In fact, CkNN combined with the embeddings precomputed using these encoders (CkNN+BOW+ResNet) provides a strong cross-modal recipe retrieval baseline that improves upon a second-best published result [9] . In this section, we show how to improve CkNN+BOW+ResNet to achieve new SoTA, summarizing our results in Table 2 .
Triplet loss alignment module
Although we showed that CkNN is a suitable choice for model comparison and building cross-modal retrieval baselines, it is by no means the optimal method for aligning the modalities. As observed in Section 4.2, direct search through a jointly learned embedding space can surpass the results of our CkNN approach for ACME* and Pic2Recipe encoders. Thus, we also train a triplet loss alignment module to create a joint embedding space on top of the precomputed image and text embeddings as described in Section 3.4. This boosts 10K-R@1 metric to 26.5, yielding a new SoTA result (Triplet+BOW+ResNet in Table 2 ).
The model was trained on 238,408 recipes from the Recipe1M training set, with the margin γ manually tuned to be 0.3 on 10K-R@1 metric on a validation set. We used Adam optimizer [44] , a batch size of 256, initial learning rate of 0.002, and applied alternating optimization [4] to aid convergence. Training takes only 25 seconds per epoch on a Tesla M60 GPU.
We emphasize that these SoTA results were achieved by applying a small alignment module on top of features precomputed from an independently trained ResNet-50 image encoder and a bag-of-words textual recipe encoder. This is in contrast to the complexity of the previous SoTA approach, which jointly trained image and text models using GANs; an adversarial alignment module; a novel hard negative mining strategy; translation consistency losses; classification losses; and multiple bidirectional LSTMs on top of skip-thought vectors and dedicated ingredient embeddings for textual recipe representation [10] . This suggests that the retrieval metrics on the Recipe1M dataset still have a lot of room for improvement, and we expect large gains to be achieved with advanced end-to-end methods in future work. † symbol next to the model means using only training data available to ACME [10] method after preprocessing and selecting recipes paired with images. We only report on 10K test set since 1K results are too noisy [8] .
Increasing the capacity of the image encoder
Since our ResNet-Encoder is trained using a classification objective, it is an obvious extension to replace ResNet-50 with ResNext-101 [40] architecture, which performs better on standard classification benchmarks such as ImageNet [43] .
When we use ResNext-Encoder, 10K-R@1 metric for CkNN (CkNN+BOW+ResNext) reaches 22.9, matching previous SoTA results from [10] , and with triplet loss (Triplet+BOW+ResNext) it is boosted to 30.0, which further improves on previous SoTA by a large margin. It remains to be seen to what extent the existing methods would benefit from other image architectures.
In addition, though in this paper we only focus on image-to-textual-recipe retrieval task for clarity and the ease of analysis, we also report our best model's performance on the mirror textual-recipe-to-image task for completeness. The proposed method achieves 10K-medR of 4.0, 10K-R@1 of 30.5, 10K-R@5 of 56.3 and 10K-R@10 of 66.6, which also improves upon the previous SoTA results by a large margin [10] .
Ablation study: impact of training data utilization
One benefit of training text and image models separately as described in Section 3.1 and 3.2, is that one can make use of training data which was filtered out by the existing methods' preprocessing pipeline [4, 10] . Indeed, since the setup for training BOW-Encoder does not require any image-to-textual-recipe pairs and is entirely self-supervised, we are able to train it on 680K textual recipes from the Recipe1M training set, as opposed to only 240K recipes with images filtered by ACME for joint training [10] . Similarly, we utilize 280K recipes with images for ResNet-Encoder/ResNext-Encoder compared to 240K filtered by ACME [10] . It should be noted, however, that ingredient and instruction embeddings from Pic2Recipe and ACME were also trained on the full 1M dataset [4] .
To see by how much our best models' performance was improved by better training data utilization, we train our encoders only on the subset of images and recipes used by ACME [10] for joint training. Triplet loss model has already been using the same subset. We observe that 10K-R@1 metric dropped from 30.0 to 28.6 for ResNext, and from 26.5 to 24.4 for ResNet, which is a sizeable difference but is not fundamental for the performance of our method ( † Triplet+BOW+ResNet and † Triplet+BOW+ResNext in Table 3 ). These results still improve previous SoTA.
Conclusions and Future Work
Our work shows that all the existing methods for cross-modal recipe retrieval could be outperformed with unsophisticated approaches, echoing the sentiment by Dacrema et al. [31] from neural recommendation. We hope that our comparison framework would help researchers to improve individual modules of advanced jointly trained methods, while the presented baseline methods and SoTA results would move the goalposts to aid further progress. As the methods are not specific to recipe retrieval, we hope that this work would aid similar analysis for other cross-modal domains.
